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GENERAL INTEREST — Barbecues

Barbecue Bible
Mouth-watering recipes for barbecue food.
641.5784/BARB

BBQ food
An invitation to a BBQ means good company and great food.
641.5784/BBQF

Sensational barbecues
What is more delicious than a meal cooked in the great outdoors?
641.5784/FAMI
FICTION

**Dominion** by C.J. Sanson

Its 1952. It’s been twelve years since Churchill lost to the appeasers, and Britain surrendered to Nazi Germany after Dunkirk. British people find themselves under dark authoritarian rule: the press, radio and television are controlled; the streets patrolled by violent auxiliary police and British Jews face ever greater constraints.

F/SANS

**Between the lives** by Jessica Shirvington

Sabine has two lives. Each day she shifts, living each day twice. One life in Wellesley, Massachusetts and a completely different one in Boston. All Sabine wants to do is have one life, but which one will she choose?

F/SHIR

**Dracula the un-dead** by Darce Stoker

It’s been twenty-five years since Van Hesling and his allies reduced Dracula to dust, but evil stalks Europe again. One by one the heroes are being hunted down. Is it that Dracula somehow survived and is seeking revenge, or is there another more evil force at work?

S/STOKE

**The good daughter** by Karin Slaughter

Two tragic set of events that occur 28 years apart and their catastrophic repercussions on a family and their community are observed.

F/SLAU

**Peak** by Roland Smith

Peak Marcello is in trouble when a SWAT team stop him from a late night climb up a skyscraper. Peak’s choice is Juvenile Detention or his long lost father in Thailand. Peak’s father wants Peak to be the youngest person to scale Mt. Everest. It’s an opportunity Peak can’t resist even though it could cost him his life.

F/SMIT

**Science fiction stories**

Explore distant galaxies, tackle alien invaders and travel through time in this incredible collection by some of the most popular sci-fi writers.

S/SCIE

**McNally’s luck** by Lawrence Sanders

Playboy/lover/sleuth Archy McNally is back! What begins with a kidnapped cat leads to ransom and homicide. And if a sensuous psychic makes a believer out of McNally, he’ll learn that humans may not have nine lives, but scandals do.

F/SAND

**T2 Infiltrator** by S.M. Stirling

Sarah and John Connor run to Paraguay to disappear. They will have enough time to prepare for the nightmare that is coming. When Sarah spots an “Arnold” terminator unit in the town square she soon realises he is a real man, the one who the terminators were originally modelled on. He tells Sarah some terrifying news, Cyberdyne is back up and running.

S/STIR
SUBJECT OF THE MONTH— Romance

Wild things by Maggie Shayne
Four stories in one book. Enter the demon horde and their willing victims. Listen to the animal whisperer. Be swept away by the passions from the city of Atlantis and follow dark shadows that stalk both the living and the undead.
F/SHAY

Cake at midnight by Jessie L. Starr
Gio, Zoë and Dec have been friends since childhood. However, it gets complicated when Gio kisses Dec and he doesn’t return her romantic feelings. Enter kind, sexy Theo. Just what Gio needs. But when Dec needs her how can she explain a lifetime of love to Theo?
F/STAR

Open house by Jill Mansell
Marcus Kilburton is opening his house to the public and Nell O’Driscoll takes a job as his assistant and the sparks begin to fly between them. Hetty Brewster, Nell’s best friend has her own problems. Her husband left her and their teenage daughter to run away with a successful writer.
F/MANS

Behaving badly by Isabel Wolff
Miranda Sweet is an animal behaviourist and can get inside the heads of deluded Dalmatians and introverted iguanas, but she can’t understand why all the men in her life behave so badly.
F/WOLF

Serendipity by Melainie La ‘Brooy
Hero and her best friend Sunday are in New York and for their last night they want to go out and be different people for a bit of fun. Hero winds up being in a bar in Manhattan, downing cocktails and masquerading as Lola a fearless trapeze artist. She flirts with Oscar, but panics and leaves. Two years later Hero bumps into Oscar in Sydney.
F/LABR

Past secrets by Cathy Kelly
Single hard working Faye hides a secret from her daughter Amber, and thirty year old Maggie hides a secret from herself. As Amber decides to throw away her future for love and Maggie has to go home to nurse a sick mother, secrets begin to bubble to the surface.
F/KELL

Chasing Harry Winston by Lauren Weisberger
Emmy is newly single, Adriana is about to turn thirty. Leigh has a gorgeous boyfriend and a great job, so why isn’t she more excited with her life? The three best friends make a pact over raspberry mojitos one night. Everything will change this year!
F/WEIS

The reason is you by Sharla Lovelace
Dani had never fitted in in the small town of Bethany, Texas. Now she is back with her daughter. Dani discovers, she has two men in her life. Alex, mischievous and sexy and a real ghost and Jason with his hard body. She must decide between a man who has touched her heart and a man she can actually touch.
F/LOVE

Coming home by Mariah Stewart
Agent Grady Shields has turned his back on the FBI and everything else in the wake of his wife’s death. He flees to Montana to grieve for his lost love. His sister’s wedding draws him to St Dennis a peaceful town on the Chesapeake Bay.
S/STEW
**Review**

The book of dust: volume 1: La Belle Sauvage by Philip Pullman

Malcolm Polstead’s Oxford life has been one of routine, listening in to the news and gossip in his father’s inn, the Trout and playing with his daemon Asta in their canoe, La Belle Sauvage he is content. However, during the winter of unceasing rain, Malcolm hears news of intrigue. The world around Malcolm and Asta is, it seems, set to become increasingly far from routine as they begin an adventure where they will have to brave many dangers.

S/PULL